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In world news, the People’s Republic of China, 
in a display of their modern and westernized so-
ciety, announced last week that they would be 
adding new year’s resolutions to the tradition of 
Chinese New Year. The 
list of approved reso-
lutions was released 
along with the bulletin 
which general secretary 
Hu Jintao, who gave 
the address, assured 
would encompass ev-
ery good citizen’s ide-
als and dreams for the 
coming year.

The list—which in-
cluded “passing on 
work breaks for great-
er glory,” “furthuring 
my harmonious, undying devotion to the PRC,” 
and “bettering my athletic ability so as to better 
serve our glorious nation”—was drafted by a re-
search panel of experts on American culture that 
reported that they mimicked typical new year’s 
resolution ideas such as “working harder,” “pa-
triotism,” and “getting fit.”

The president, also Hu Jintao, reminded every-

one to fill out their resolution forms at their place 
of employment so they could accurately tally, re-
cord, and monitor each citizen’s choices to help 
them in their pursuits. “That way,” he said in his 

address, “each citizen 
will be able to recieve 
an assessment of their 
contribution in better-
ing our glorious nation. 
After all, no endeavor 
is worth while unless it 
is for our country’s col-
lective growth.”

readme’s Chinese cor-
respondant interviewed 
a 22-year-old college 
student at Guangzhou 
University. Li Xinfeng, 
a mechanical engineer-

ing 4th year, gave his opinion on the new policy. 
He expressed doubt over the new year’s resolu-
tions limited options and said that he was con-
sidering choosing the option more along the 
lines of  “expressing more ideas so as to help and 
change China.” 

Xinfeng could not be reached for further ques-
tioning.

Chinese New Year’s Resolutions

Trying to put a more posi-
tive spin on any of their 
candidates, GOP members 
have personally pitched in 
to fund a wave of ads pre-
senting their candidates as 
adorable fuzzy animals. 

One Democrat newscaster 
donated as well, in hopes 
that the ads will generate at 
least one new thing to talk 
about in the next twenty 
candidate debates.

readme talked to some of those directly in-
volved. “We’re just hoping to get voters to be 
a little more forgiving—I mean positive,” said 
Mrs. Russell-White, the head of the Kitten Rom-
ney project. Hopes are high. During the proj-
ect’s testing stage, voters who were asked to 
envision the candidate not as a graying, middle-
aged businessman, but as a tiny striped kitten 
reported themselves more likely to vote for him 
and scritch him behind the ears. 

The GOP’s ads, which 
went online earlier this 
week, have more than lived 
up to the tests. readme had 
the opportunity to listen to 
a voicemail called in about 
Rick Santorum’s own line 
of ads: “Initially I was ap-
palled by a man who would 
try to stop gay marriage,” 
said the caller, a Mr. J. Da-
vis from New York, “but 
that was before I knew 
what a cute puppy he made! 

Anyone with those big black 
eyes and that soft widdle nose…  who’s a good 
candidate? Who’s a good candidate? Oh yes you 
are!” The message descended into high pitched 
excited burbling. 

“If all else fails,” admitted GOP publicity man-
ger, “we’ll just run the animals themselves.” He 
was cut off by an “awwww” from the entire of-
fice as Kitten Romney flopped on top of her 
speech. “Anyway,” the manager continued, “it’s 
not like we have anything to lose.”

“Fuck It, Kittens,” Says GOP

Five Golden Tickets 
Inside Five readmes!

After years of  producing one of, if  not 
the, most scrumptious publications on 
campus, readme has decided to invite 
five lucky readers to its factory of  fab-
ulous funny, witty witticisms, scathing 
satire, and awesome alliteration.

readme was able to get a rare moment 
of  readme’s time to interview the pub-
lication about its decision. 

readme: So, why are you doing this?
readme: Well, we were very inspired 
by The Onion coming to campus and 
showing everyone its innermost work-
ings. Not to be outdone, we are doing 
exactly the same thing. But we have a 
twist! Instead of  inviting all students to 
see us behind-the-scenes, we are invit-
ing only five. That way it’s exclusive!

readme: What does finding a golden 
ticket grant the five lucky readers?
readme: Our winners will be invited 
to tour our funny factory. The inner-
workings are a secret, so we will have 
to leave it at that.

readme: How can readers increase 
their chances of  getting a golden ticket? 
readme: Presumably taking more re-
admes will increase the odds. This of  
course will not be wasteful, as you can 
pass your extra readmes on to all of  
your friends.

readme: Do you have any advice to 
those who do not receive a ticket?
readme: If  you want to view paradise, 
simply look around and view it... and 
then write an article about it and sub-
mit it to readme.

readme’s Resolution: More Pandas

Ready? D’AWWWWWWW!
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For many people, the idea of a negative self-
image being developed by childhood toys is 
absurd. In fact, studies show that 78.9% of the 
American households agree that it is. Most 
do not subscribe to the theory that Barbie 
with her impossibly tiny waist and large bust 
or GI Joe with his rippling pectorals could 
possibly be the cause for people of  all ages 
feeling less than satisfied with their figures. 
What these people don’t realize, however, is 
that the other 21.1% of the population suffer 
from this mysterious affliction.

Jason Summers was once a promising track 
star in his high school. All this changed when 
he found a box of his old Beanie Babies col-
lection. His family later noticed that he start-
ed to engorge himself on raw beans. Jason’s 
friends note that he is now morbidly obese, 

has extreme gas problems, does not go to 
school anymore, and spends all of his time 
in the local Taco Bell. Jason, almost incoher-
ent with his mouth full of beans, declined an 
interview with readme.

Twenty-three year old Lisa Doyle is another 
example of this epidemic. In an effort to 
model herself after her Legos, she super-
glued her fingers together to form a U shape. 
When asked about her situation, Lisa said “I 
am much happier after my hands were im-
proved. Excuse me, I must go walk in right 
angles!”

Perhaps worst of all is the story of young 
Jimmy Smith, who had both of his feet am-
putated and replaced with wheels in an effort 
to turn into a Transformer. He robbed a local 
bank in order to achieve his dream, installing 
metallic body parts on his arms and legs and 
hiring a voice actor on a transmitter to make 
his voice sound more robotic. Sadly, it was 
not to be, for not too longer after his change, 
he decided that he was tired and, to “refuel”, 
gulped down a can of nitroglycerin. He sub-
sequently blew up. It is not known how he 
got his hands on the explosive chemical, but 
according to his caring and completely non-
negligent mother, he drank it simply because 
it was as close as he could get to Energon.

These heartbreaking stories of violent nos-
talgia, though fairly uncommon, serve as 
warnings to parents who give their children 
too many toys and not enough supervision. 
If you see your child developing any of these 
symptoms, such as eating yellow circles of 
paper after playing Pacman, call 1 (800) 000 
TOYS, where you will be given the number 
of a child psychologist who will most likely 
tell you to make your kid play outside for 
once.

Toys to Blame for Warped Body Image?

You’re a Lucky Winner!!!

Huntsman to Spend Time
With Family, Sanity

After a disappointing showing in the Iowa 
and New Hampshire primaries, Jon Hunts-
man, the former governor of Utah and am-
bassador to China, announced that he would 
be ending his presidential campaign in order 
to spend more time with his family and the 
his last remaining shreds of sanity.

“It’s been a tremendous and humbling expe-
rience over these past several months to go 
to Iowa and New Hampshire, and to under-
stand the individual voters of the Republican 
party, who are key to this party’s future,” said 
Huntsman in South Carolina to his subdued 
and well-dressed crowd of ten supporters. 
“With these unforgettable lessons in hand, 
I’ve determined that it’s best to end this cam-
paign in order to maintain a nurturing envi-
ronment at home for my two daughters, and 
in order to prevent me sliding into chronic 
depression and alcoholism.”

In his characteristically measured tone, 
Huntsman appraised his campaign’s short-
comings and strengths in his farewell speech. 
“We shared a vision of a campaign based on 
courtesy and decorum, that saw our oppo-
nents as fundamentally decent people with 
whom we had understandable disagreement. 
We believed that we could develop reason-
able policies based on expert opinion and 
sound analysis. This was completely at odds 
with what primary voters had in mind. Our 
insistence on civilized debate and reasonable 
proposals completely destroyed our cam-
paign, my faith in the party and the Ameri-
can people, and my ability to reliably distin-
guish reality from fantasy. For the final week 
of this campaign, I was convinced that Rick 
Santorum was a rabbit,” he added, downing 
several measures of whiskey.

Huntsman took the time out of his speech 
to thank his ten supporters for their tireless 
advocacy on his behalf on the campaign trail. 
“David, Mary, William, Prashant, Emily, Al-
bert, Aaron, Martin, Sarah, and Benedict, my 
family and I are eternally indebted to your 
service on behalf of our campaign and my 
mental health. Your constant assurance that I 
wasn’t insane for being outraged by the asser-
tion that I secretly harbored ‘Chinese values’ 
because I adopted my daughters from over-
seas meant more to me than you know.”

“The primary voters have made their decision 
clear as to which jackoff they’ve decided to 
vote for, and it’s time for me to move on and 
make sure I’m not imagining things when I 
read about the bullshit these guys say.”

Cruise: “Life in Plastic; It’s Fantastic!”
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One question repeatedly brought up at our 
weekly readme planning meetings (there’s 
free pizza, you should come) is how the hell 
we all ever managed to get into CMU in 
the first place. Given our crippling sense of 
loathing for everyone (including ourselves), 
everything, and every major, coupled with 
our tendency to use dick jokes in all articles, 
the fact that the admissions officers let us 
in at all means they were either very stupid 
or morbidly curious about what our effect 
on the school would be. (Spoiler alert: that 
effect is readme.)

All this in mind, what exactly is readme’s 
secret to admission acceptance? Well obvi-
ously it’s deception, but we’ll break it down 
for you anyway.

The Application: Lies, lies, lies. If you’re a 

prospective student applying to CMU who 
has somehow gotten a copy of this issue, 
take this to heart: you’ve got to lie on your 
application. Inform the school of your nu-
merous achievements and awards. Though 
they’re far more minor than you might 
reveal in your application, the admissions 
office is never going to investigate very far. 
Take this as gospel.

The Interview: If you’re actually interested 
in coming to CMU, then it’s likely you suf-
fer from introversion so strong that it’s dif-
ficult to look at your own mother without 
crying and running away. Practice your fake 
social skills. When you get to school you 
can forget all about those skills, but fake 
them for the interview. Use Botox to freeze 
your face in a smiling position for the dura-
tion of the interview if necessary.

The Essay: Here you’re going to want to 
go all out. Position yourself as leader in all 
of your tales, even if you played only a mi-
nor role. Go for the sentiment. Leave tear 
stains on your paper. End with an appeal 
to their sense of justice, you being a poor, 
lonely genius who will only thrive in the 
presence of other geeks—I mean geniuses.

Oh and if you find that you’re naturally 
talented at any of these things, you should 
join readme. I mean, guys, there’s free pizza. 
And dick jokes.

According to readme: College Applications

Also In This Issue....
Studies Show Boldface Font Offensive to Bold People

Students Cram for Drug Tests

NFL Players Spend Off  Season Hitting Things that Aren’t 
Other NFL Players

Prosthetic Dick Flies Off: MRI to Blame

Top 900 Things to 
Replace Your Arm With

1. Vernier caliper
2. Salami
3. Holographic image of  an arm
4. Tentacle (popular in Japan)
5. Spork
6. Slinky
7. Portal gun
8. Existential dread
9. Whatever it is you bought that cost you 
said arm and also a leg
10. Another arm
11. Leg
12. Fireworks
13. Katy Perry
14. Communism
15. Automail
16. 127 hours of  pain
17. Movie deal
18. Graduation speech
19. Bear
20. Laser
21. Demonic spirit
22. Gatling gun
23. Claw from one of  those claw games 
where you try to pick up a stuffed animal 
but inevitably fail
24. Wing (Sephirooooooth)
25. Pipe
26. King’s ransom
27. Scorpion’s spear (get over here!)
28. Dick (you thought we’d get all the way 
through a body part article without men-
tioning penis? Right.)

readme Has an MA in CounselingJust Don’t Get Hungry

Editing & Writing Staff

Willy Wonkas: Emily Forney, Joe Selinger, Jule Pattison-Gordon
Charlies: Karpur Shukla, Vis Subramanian, Samantha Dickinson, Taerim Kim, Alex Wachsman, 
Jeff  Kurish, Jay Woo Kim, Jake Reid, Fernando Torre, Michael McGinnis, Rachel Bullen, Ivy Krislov, 
Matt “Grizzly” Britton, Fieling Watson, Old Toby, Veronica Ebert, Tom Zhang, Niteesh Sundaram, 
Adam “Bubbles” Leibowitz, Vivek Nair, Sally Gao, Kalyani Srinivas and introducing Albert Brown
What is readme? Well, it’s funny and it’s useful. And free. And a high source of  good advice
Who makes it? readme is printed by the Activities Board Publications Committee, sponsored by your student activities fee.
Where do I get it? Try news stacks, academic halls, clusters, campus eateries, and in front of  Doherty on Thursdays.
How do I help? Email eforney@cmu.edu. We need writers, Photoshoppers, pizza-eaters and girls.
And remember: ladner, for his bravery in the postal window line of  duty.

readmecmu.wordpress.com
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This is the absurd section, which differs greatly from all the other sections, we promise.

In a move that surprised no one, the Guinness 
Book of World Records last month declared 
Buenos Aires the world’s largest singles club. 
Since then, singles around the world have 
been flocking to the city. As it gains popular-
ity as a haven for romantic hopefuls, Buenos 
Aires, long famous for soccer, is becoming 
known for a new kind of game.

Already the city is getting a reputation as the 
place where singles can let down their hair 
and stop pretending they like long walks on 
the beach. Romance advice columnist J.J. 
Stone called Buenos Aires a “revolution” 
against traditional, forced meet-and-greet 
activities like apple picking and wine-tasting. 
Here, many of his readers have reported get-
ting offers just by walking down the street. 

“It’s such a nice city!” enthused Melissa 

Hugh, a young 20-something with blond 
hair and great teeth, who loves cuddling and 
is passionate about baking. “Bus drivers take 
time out of transporting people to work to 
honk and wave at me, and men mutter ‘pret-
ty’ as I pass them on the street. I just feel so 
appreciated, like people are finally noticing 
how unique and special I am!” One Pennsyl-
vanian single even wrote in to say her waiter 
asked her out (“Now that’s service!”). 

“Say ‘adios’ to 2-second interviews with po-
tentials, and say ‘hola’ to a real good time!” 
Buenos Aires announced in a recent tour-
ist campaign. “If you’ve ever obsessed over 
your match.com profile by changing your 
interests every 30 seconds, it’s time for a 
Buenos Aires vacation!” the advertisement 
continued. 

In Buenos Aires, there are no awkwardly 
planned meeting events: singles have to do 
nothing more than go about their daily life 
to get picked up. Here, it doesn’t matter how 
you describe yourself or who you are—you 
just have to be female. 

Porteños have even done away with the awk-
wardness of trying to guess if that cute girl at 
the bar already has a boyfriend: as the natives’ 
wisdom says, “If he’s not in the room, she’s 
single.” And shy women don’t have to worry 
about showing interest; just say anything to a 
man and that will count as flirting.

4chan Introduces “Safe Mode”

Worst Opening Lines of
Unpublished Manuscripts

No, We Won’t Expound
•So we were at this Nickelback concert...
•The square root of  4 is 1.5.
•The horizon expanded before the bus like a 
familiar face, wrinkled and worn, but beautiful 
in the glow of  the sunrise. 
•The coffee pot on the counter near the sink 
could barely be heard over the screeching of  
the old garbage truck which had long since 
needed to be replaced, but since a majority 
of  last year’s city budget had been spent on 
repainting the mayor’s vacation home near the 
Lake, which also needed to be cleaned out, 
the residents would just have to deal with the 
obscenely loud truck in the early hours of  the 
morning. 
•Everyone gets the blues sometimes, but when 
Lisa gets sad, she literally turns blue, like seri-
ously you know that weird cobalt-y blue the 
sky turns right around dusk, that’s the color 
Lisa turns. 
•When Edward found the catatonic girl in the 
alleyway behind his house, he thought it was 
his lucky day, but his luck had only just run 
out. 
•The terrorists had the carcinogenic dust, and 
they had the means distributing it: crop dust-
ers. But one thing they hadn’t planned on was 
Todd Williams, former CIA operative, AKA 
the Man with the Plan. 
•Chad’s sinewy muscles clutched Rosalinda as 
if  she were a life preserver in a vast dark sea 
of  nothingness and death. 
•Jonathan glared from across the bar at the 
old couple laughing in the booth near the win-
dow… he loathed when people laughed. 
•When thinking about his dead mother, Jack 
experienced a metallic taste in his mouth.
•Jenny Scott has spent so many hours in front 
of  the monitor, her elvish eyes becoming drier 
than an endless burning day in the dessert of  
the planet Gla’Batum.
•The last time Georgia used the grapevine to 
communicate with her sister, she nearly got 
choked to death, which is a major problem 
when using enchanted plant life for everyday 
functions.  

Buenos Aires World’s Largest Singles Club

Viva la Romance ;)
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This is the absurd section, which differs greatly from all the other sections, we promise.

With the Republican primary raging throughout 
the country, voters are getting tired of the current 
crop of Republican candidates. With unlovable 
candidates Mittens “Mitt” Romney, Fig Newton 
“Newt” Gingrich, Rick “Santorum” Santorum, 
and Ron “Burgundy” Paul, a better candidate is 
needed to beat Barack Obama. By popular de-
mand, top Republican mad scientists have cre-
ated a new candidate, Franken-publican, out of 
the remains of old Republican presidents. 

readme recently snuck into the RNC headquar-
ters disguised as a copy of the Wall Street Journal 
and was able to peruse the parts list Franken-
publican is composed of. 

1. Abraham Lincoln’s hat: while the midget 
that formerly hid inside the hat and advised Lin-
coln is long since deceased, most of the talking 
points are rumored to still remain inside the hat, 
which proves indispensible for the Republicans. 
Also, it’s a pretty sweet hat.

2. Ulysses Grant’s stomach of steel: the man 
could famously eat anything, and had a stomach 
so big he needed an oversized bathtub installed 
in the White House after he ate the original bath-
tub. Biographers have claimed he “mistook it for 
a bowl of soup”, which doesn’t really explain 
anything.
3. Teddy Roosevelt’s balls of steel: while every 
part of Teddy Roosevelt is 100% chock full of ba-
dass, his balls provide the greatest concentrated 
power. The only hard part is that his balls were 
famously buried inside of Mount Rushmore and 
are perpetually guarded by trained bears. Thank-
fully, Glenn Beck was able to out-crazy the bears 
and was able to pass with only minimal internal 
bleeding. 
4. Herbert Hoover’s amazing suction pow-
er: Hoover was famously half-vacuum on his 
mother’s side, which led to his amazing ability to 
suck. No other president has famously sucked so 
much as Herbert Hoover.
5. Nixon’s jowls: 21st century technology will 
allow voters to experience pure jowliness in HD, 
which may destroy your soul. To check if experi-
encing HD jowls will destroy your soul, contact 
your cable provider. 
6. Gerald Ford’s connection: this proves quit 
useful since he can get free Ford cars whenever 
he wants [citation needed]. 
7. A metric fuck-ton of Reagan: just pile on the 
Reagan! But seriously, the key part is his voice. 
Reagan most famously used his shout “Mr. Gor-
bachev, tear down this wall!” to destroy the Ber-
lin Wall. Biographers have speculated Reagan 
may have been the Dragonborn, though claims 
of him shouting Fus Ro Dah are unconfirmed. 

In a surprise upset for the Republican presiden-
tial contest, that giant Jesus statue from Brazil 
won the Florida Republican primary with 57% 
of the vote, handily besting Mitt Romney, Ron 
Paul, and Newt Gingrich, and keeping the race 
open as the statue emerges as a late but strong 
challenger in the battle for the Republican nomi-
nation for the presidency.

Exit polls suggested that Florida Republicans be-
lieved that the one hundred and thirty-foot-tall 
statue of Jesus Christ, properly known as Christ 
the Redeemer, best represented their ideals for 
the future of the party and the future direction 
that the country should be headed in. 

“He’s got everything I was looking for in a can-
didate: he’s clearly a man of strong faith who will 
uphold conservative Christian values. And he’s 
not Mitt Romney,” said Florida primary voter 
Eric Gantz. He added, “I trust him to maintain 

a strong stance on the sanctity of marriage and 
human life, and he’s clearly (literally) reaching 
out to Latino voters. He definitely has a bet-
ter shot than any of these other guys at beating 
Obama.”

In response to this victory, Ron Paul’s campaign 
mounted a legal challenge against the newcom-
er’s candidacy, claiming that the 700-ton statue 
was in fact born in and currently remains a na-
tive of Brazil, making him ineligible to receive 
the nomination. 

“He speaks Portuguese, and his message of love, 
tolerance, and peace is totally at odds with the 
American way of life,” remarked Ron Paul sup-
porter Linda Taylor. “Let’s see the long-form 
land-development certificate.”

The statue has yet to respond to these accusa-
tions, presumably because he is made of  stone.

Giant Jesus Statue Wins Florida Republican Primary

Franken-publican Debuts in Republican Primary

I’ll Be Back in November 2012

Join
readme
We need funny writers, 
non-funny writers, pho-
tomanipulation artists, 
women, and minorities.

Meetings @
6:30pm

Wednesdays
UC 318G

eforney@cmu.edu



Events and Things On and Off Campus
Talk Back!
Radio show by WRCT
Tuesdays, 9pm, 88.3 FM or podcast at WRCT.org

Free Improv Comedy Workshops
With the No Parking Players improv troupe
Thursdays & Sundays, 8pm, PH 125B
No experience necessary!

Swoon & John Fetterman, Mayor of  Braddock, PA
Brought to you by AB Lectures
An discussion of  public art from two very different sources
Thursday, February 2, 5:30-6:30pm
FREE and open to the public

KGB Presents: Useless People Auction
Friday, February 3, 7-10pm, MM A14
Bid to buy 6 hours of  some talented student’s time
Skills: cooking, D&D, moving boxes, knitting, and more!

NomNom Nippon Presents: Kansai Food!
Brought to you by the Japanese Student Association
Monday, February 6, 5:30-7:30pm, UC Wean Commons
Serving okonomiyaki, yakisoba, and takoyaki

TartanHacks
Brought to you by Scotty Labs, Project Olympus, The School 
of  Computer Science, & Women@SCS
API Tech Talks: Thurs., Feb. 9, 6-8pm, Rashid Auditorium
Hacking: Fri., Feb. 10, 6pm - Sat., Feb. 11, 6pm
Register at tartanhacks.com

Valentine’s Day Ball
Saturday, February 11, 6pm-10pm, UC Rangos 
Learn American Foxtrot, listen to The Originals, and more!
Semi-formal attire required!
Presale: $15, Door: $20

Single’s Soiree
Brought to you by AB Special Events and CulinArt
Tuesday, February 14, 5-8pm, UC Rangos
Live entertainment, buffet dinner, formal dress requested
Tickets $5 at the UC Info Desk

KGB Puzzlehunt
Saturday, February 18, 12-8pm, Wean 7500
Register teams of  up to 4: mazeoftwistypassages.com

Capture the Flag with Stuff !
Starring: the KGB
Friday, March 2, 7pm, DH 2315
Come for the Flags, stay for the Stuff

TEDxCMU 2012: Reinterpretation
Sunday, March 4, 10am-5pm, UC McConomy
Apply to attend: http://tinyurl.com/tedxcmu2012

AB Films shows movies in UC McConomy most Thursday 
through Sundays. Tickets are $1 with student ID, $3 without.

Submarine
Thursday, February 2, 8pm/10pm/12am
Main character Oliver Tate wants to 1) lose his virginity before 
his birthday, and 2) break up his mom and her no-longer-ex-
lover. We hope he doesn’t kill two birds with one stone...

In Time
Friday, February 3, 7:30pm/10pm/12:30am
It’s the future which means people only have 25 years to live. 
Watch Will Salas spend 109 minutes of  his precious life trying 
to extend his deadline.

Contagion
Saturday, February 4, 8pm/10pm/12am
A deadly international disease breaks out and a team of  top-
notch doctors are contracted by the CDC to stop it. We’re 
pretty sure the disease is not My Little Pony, but no promises.

No film on Sunday; go watch the Superbowl or the Puppy-
bowl or do homework or whatever.

Do you have events?
Do you like FREE advertising?

YOU DO?!
DO HO HO!

E-mail eforney@cmu.edu with your event information 
two Mondays before the week of your event. Include 
a description, the time, date, location, and cost. We 

will include it in this event listing ABSOLUTELY FREE! 
Believe it or not, people actually read this thing. I mean, 

you’re reading it, and you’re a people, right?


